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Founded in France in 1955, Alpine’s legendary status really commences with the victories 
of the A110 berlinette at the Monte-Carlo Rally in 1971. Alpine renewed this feat in 1973, 
also winning in that same year the World Rally Championship.

Alpine’s success continued both in France and abroad, but the highest accolade came in 
endurance, with a victory of the A442b at the Le Mans 24 Hours in 1978.

The new A110 offers a modern reinterpretation of the timeless principles that made the 
success of Alpine: agility, lightness and compactness.

Alpine is the promise of involving driving pleasure, for everyone, every day.

history
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FUNDAMENTALS 
Alpine is faithful to its fundamentals.
Agility. Lightness. Compactness.
 
Alpine is the pleasure of driving.
On any roads. At any speeds. In all occasions.
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A110 PURE
The Alpine A110 Pure is faithful to the spirit of the legendary berlinette that won the 
Monte-Carlo Rally in 1971 and the first World Rally Championship in 1973. Fitted with 
leather and Dinamica Sabelt® bucket seats, the A110 Pure combines agility and driving 
precision. The interior trim in matt carbon fiber recall the sporting vocation of the car.
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Exterior design

Standard equipment – Aluminium body and chassis 
– Flat underbody and rear diffuser 
– 4 LED front headlamps 
– LED tail lights with dynamic indicators
– 17’’ “ten-spoke” alloy wheels 
– French flags on C-pillars

Main options – Active sport exhaust system 
–  18’’ grey diamond cut “Sérac” 

alloy wheels 
– 18” forged “Fuchs” alloy wheels
– Bleu Alpine brake calipers
– Chrome Alpine logo on the front wings
– Carbon roof, glossy finish
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Interior design

Standard equipment –  Driving mode selector: 3 driving modes 
(Normal / Sport / Track) 

–  Lightweight Sabelt® bucket seats in leather 
and Dinamica upholstery 

–  Black leather and Dinamica interior 
–  Matt carbon fibre finish
–  Multimedia system with 7” touchscreen

Main options –  Front and rear parking sensors with 
reversing camera

–  Aluminium pedals and passenger footrest 
–  Focal® audio system 
–  Premium Focal® audio system 
–  Steering wheel with a Bleu Alpine logo 

in the centre
–  Storage package 
–  Roof lining, sun visors and windscreen pillars 

in black Dinamica
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Sabelt® bucket seat
The one-piece Sabelt® sport seats offer maximum support whilst also contributing to the extreme 
lightness of the A110 Pure. They ensure comfort during long journeys and in daily use.

“Fuchs” alloy wheel
18-inch “Fuchs” wheels are forged for strength and lightness. As well as reducing the overall weight of 
the car, the wheels also minimise unsprung weight, which ensures the A110 handles with the precision 
and agility of a true Alpine.

Alpine Telemetrics
Alpine Telemetrics enables the driver to access real-time technical information such as; power 
and torque output, turbo boost pressure and engine and tyre temperatures.
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The Alpine Légende A110 highlights the character of a GT with its six-way adjustable 
Confort seats upholstered in black or brown leather. The high-gloss carbon fibre cabin 
trim and unique 18-inch diamond-diamond cut “Légende” wheels enhance the refined 
personality of the A110 Légende for everyday use.

A110 LÉGENDE
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Exterior design

Standard equipment – Aluminium body and chassis 
– Flat underbody and rear diffuser 
– 4 LED front headlamps 
– LED tail lights with dynamic indicators
– French flags on C-pillars
–  18’’ black diamond cut “Légende” 

alloy wheels

Main options – Active sport exhaust system
–  18’’ brey diamond cut “Sérac” 

alloy wheels 
– 18” forged “Fuchs” alloy wheels
– Bleu Alpine brake calipers
– Chrome Alpine logo on the front wings
– Carbon roof, glossy finish
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Interior design

Standard equipment –  Driving mode selector: 3 driving modes 
(Normal / Sport / Track)

–  Six-way Confort seats 
(in black or brown leather)

– Black or brown leather interior
–  Glossy carbon fibre finish
–  Multimedia system with 7” touchscreen 
–  Aluminium pedals 
–  Focal® audio system 
–  Front and rear parking sensors with reversing camera 

Main options – Aluminium passenger footrest
– Premium Focal® audio system
–  Steering wheel with a Bleu Alpine logo in the centre
– Heated six-way Confort seats
– Storage package 
–  Roof lining, sun visors and windscreen pillars 

in black Dinamica
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Confort seat
Adjustable six-ways and combining excellent lateral support with exceptional comfort, Légende’s seats 
perfectly highlight the car’s grand touring character. Upholstered in black or brown leather, they also 
reflect its sophisticated design.

“Légende” alloy wheel
Two-tone 18-inch wheels, which are unique to Légende recall a classic Alpine wheel design of the Sixties 
and Seventies. 

Focal® audio
Fitted as standard, a four-speaker Focal® stereo incorporates patented flax cone technology, which helps 
to keep the car’s weight to a minimum while also delivering a crisp and rich sound quality. Audiophiles 
can upgrade further to Focal® Premium.
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With high engine power and a focused suspension setup, A110S offers an intense sports car driving 
experience. The chassis is tuned for ultimate handling response and steering precision while the 
engine is optimised for thrilling power delivery. Unique styling elements such as black wheels and 
carbon flags emblems, orange brake calipers and Dinamica upholstery mirror the car’s purposeful 
character. Ultimate handling response, high engine power and sophisticated design: A110S is Alpine’s 
most intense sports car.

A110S
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Exterior design

Standard equipment – Aluminium body and chassis 
– Flat underbody and rear diffuser 
– Sport chassis
– 4 LED front headlamps 
– Rear LED tail lights with dynamic indicators
– High-performance braking system
–  Exclusive 18’’ black “GT Race” alloy wheels, 

matt finish
– Brembo® orange brake calipers
– Active sport exhaust
– Carbon/carbon/orange flags
– Black Alpine logos and monograms

Main options –  18’’ satin titanium grey forged “Fuchs” 
alloy wheels

–  Body colour Gris Tonnerre mat 
(Thunder Grey, matt finish)

–  Carbon roof, gloss finish 
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Interior design

Standard equipment –  Roof lining, sun visors and windscreen pillars 
in black Dinamica

–  Sabelt® bucket seats in leather and Dinamica 
with an embroidered Alpine emblem

–  Black leather and Dinamica interior 
–  Matt carbon fibre finish
–  Orange contrasting stitching
–  Carbon/carbon/orange flags
–  Aluminium pedals, driver and passenger 

footrest
–  Alpine Telemetrics
–  Focal® audio system

Main options – Sabelt® carbon back seats 
– Focal® Premium audio system
– Rear camera
– Storage package 
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Interior harmony
In the cockpit, orange stitching and black Dinamica emphasize the strong personality of the Alpine A110S. 
The leather and Dinamica steering wheels incorporates an orange ’12 o’clock’ stitched marker and 
topstitching in orange. The pedals and footrests are in aluminum; the carbon fiber and orange flags 
– the same as those on the body – bring the final touch to the cabin. 

Exclusive 18-inch “GT Race” wheels
Specific 18-inch “GT Race” wheels in a matt black finish and the high-performance orange brakes calipers 
supplied by Brembo® reflect the car’s purposeful character.

Exterior design
The lowered ride height and the optional Gris Tonnerre mat (Thunder Grey, matt finish) paintwork 
highlight the sporty character of the Alpine A110S. An optional glossy carbon roof completes the singular 
style of the Alpine A110S.
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1,980 mm
1,798 mm

1,248 mm
(A110S)

1,252 mm

 Torque 185 kW

 Power 185 kW

 Torque 215 kW

 Power 215 kW

Alpine A110

912 mm 2,420 mm 848 mm
4,180 mm

Dimensions Engine performance
185 kW (252 hp)/215 kW (292 hp)

Weight distribution 

A110 Pure, A110 Légende and A110S – Technical specifications
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A110 Pure A110 Légende A110S

Engine

Number of cylinders 4

Number of valves per cylinder 4

Displacement 1, 798 cm3

Maximum engine power 252 hp (185 kW) at 6,000 tr/min 292 hp (215 kW) at 6,400 tr/min

Maximum torque 320 Nm from 2000 to 5,000 rpm 320 Nm from 2000 to 6,400 rpm

Fuel Petrol

Transmission

Transmission type Rear-wheel drive

Gearbox Dual clutch automatic gearbox, 7 speeds

Chassis

Chassis Aluminium frame (96%)

Front/rear axle Double-wishbone suspension system

Body type Coupe (rear mid-engine) 

Turning circle between kerbs/walls 11.64 m/11.74 m

Brakes
 Compact aluminium brake calipers with integrated parking brake

Anthracite brake calipers Orange brake calipers

Front brake disc diameter 296 mm 320 mm

Rear brake disc diameter 296 mm 320 mm

Front tyres 205/45 R17 205/40 R18 215/40 R18

Rear tyres 235/45 R17 235/40 R18 245/40 R18

Weight

Min. Kerb weight 1,098 kg 1,123 kg 1,114 kg

Gross vehicle mass 1,365 kg
Performance

Maximum speed 250 km/h 260 km/h

0-100 km/h 4.5 s 4.4 s

0-400 metres 12,7 s 12.6 s

0-1,000 metres 23.2 s 22.8 s

Fuel efficiency / Emissions WLTP

CO2 162 g/km 163 g/km

Combined cycle 7,2 l/100km 7,3 l/100km

Homologation procedure WLTP



Colours

Blanc Glacier (Glacier White) Blanc Irisé (Iridescent White) Bleu Alpine (Alpine Blue) Bleu Abysse (Blue Abyss)

Gris Tonnerre mat(1) (Thunder Grey matt finish)Gris Tonnerre (Thunder Grey)Noir Profond (Deep Black)

(1) Contact your Alpine Centre for specific precautions and maintenance procedures for the Thunder Grey matt finish bodycoulor.
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18” grey diamond cut “Sérac” 
alloy wheels

17” “ten-spoke” alloy wheels 18” forged “Fuchs” 
alloy wheels

12 / 13

18” satin titanium grey forged “Fuchs” 
alloy wheels, satin finish

18” black “GT Race” alloy wheels, 
matt finish

18” black diamond cut “Légende” 
alloy wheels
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ATELIER ALPINE

Alpine unveils a new personalisation programme: Atelier Alpine. Building on its strong heritage, 
Alpine is relaunching 29 historic colours on a number of limited editions, continuing to share its passion 
and know-how with customers. Exclusive alloy wheel finishes and brake caliper combinations complete 
this programme, which will be progressively enriched.
Now each customers have the opportunity to have an A110, unique in personality, specified according 
to their individual preferences.

COLOURS
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ACIER MÉTAL 079

ROUGE RUBIS 791

Metallic paint

Metallic paint

BLEU DE FRANCE 418

ROSE BRUYÈRE 792

Opaque paint

Metallic paint

BLEU NEPTUNE 041

BRUN ARABICA 083

Opaque paint

Metallic paint

BLEU FONCÉ 953

BEIGE CORNALINE 845

Opaque paint

Metallic paint

TULIPE NOIRE 793

ORANGE SANGUINE 939

Metallic paint

Opaque paint

ORANGE CORAIL 312

VANILLE 912 VERT TILLEUL 954

BLEU AZUR 077

Opaque paint

Opaque paint Opaque paint

ORANGE ACROPOLIS 938

BEIGE SABLE 795

VERT JARDIN 907

Opaque paint

Metallic paint

Opaque paint

CHAMPAGNE 844

VERT ÉMERAUDE 258

 

BLEU ALPINE
HÉRITAGE 081

Metallic paint

Metallic paint

Metallic paintMetallic paint

JAUNE SAFRAN 969

VERT CLAIR 207

VERT CENDRE 784

BLEU PAON 433BLEU ALPINE ACIER 082

Opaque paint

Metallic paint

Metallic paint

Opaque paint

JAUNE RDL 754

VERT NORMAND 790

GRIS MONTEBELLO 847

BLEU SIERRA 078

Metallic paint

Metallic paint

Metallic paint

Metallic paint

Metallic paint



CALIPERSALLOY WHEELS
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SÉRAC 18’’

Gloss White

Gloss White

Gloss White

Gloss Black 

Gloss Black 

Gloss Black 

Vibrant Gold  

Vibrant Gold  

Vibrant Gold  

GT RACE 18’’

LÉGENDE 18’’

Light Grey

Red

Vibrant Gold

Yellow



  Standard feature   Optional feature   Feature not available * Option without additional cost   Standard feature   Optional feature   Feature not available * Option without additional cost

A110 Pure A110 Légende A110S

Interior

Paddle shifters on steering column

Steering wheel with black Alpine logo in centre, leather-wrapped rim with “12 o’clock” marker and Bleu Alpine topstitching - -
Steering wheel with black Alpine logo in centre, brown leather-wrapped rim with brown “12 o’clock” marker and Bleu Alpine topstitching - -
Steering wheel with black Alpine logo in centre, black leather-wrapped rim with Bleu Alpine “12 o’clock” marker and Bleu Alpine topstitching -  * -
Steering wheel with black Alpine logo in centre, leather and Dinamica-wrapped rim with orange “12 o’clock” marker and topstitching - -
Bleu Alpine logo in centre of steering wheel -
Adjustable steering wheel for reach and rake

Rear-view mirror

Standard pedals - -
Aluminium pedals

Aluminium driver footrest

Aluminium passenger footrest

Sabelt® one-piece bucket seats in black leather and Dinamica - -
Sabelt® one-piece bucket seats in black leather and Dinamica - -
Six-way adjustable Sabelt® leather Confort seats - -
Six-way Sabelt® Confort seats (heated) - -
Black and matt carbon fibre interior trim -
Brown and gloss carbon fibre interior trim - -
Black and gloss carbon fibre interior trim (free option) - -
Body-colour trim on the upper portion of the door panels

Contrasting Bleu Alpine stitching -
Contrasting orange stitching - -
French flag on the door panels  *
Carbon/carbon/orange flag on the door panels - -
Extended harmony in Dinamica: roof lining, sun visors, windscreen pillars

Stainless steel door sill with Alpine logo

Dome lights

Floormat with Alpine logo 

A110 Pure, A110 Légende and A110S – Optional features
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A110 Pure A110 Légende A110S

Exterior

Two-seat coupe

Double-bubble roof

Glossy carbon roof

Lightweight chassis and body – 96% aluminium

Flat underbody

Rear diffuser

Chrome centre exhaust

Rear glass with third stop light

AquaBlade® windscreen wipers

4 LED front headlamps

LED tail lights with dynamic indicators stop lights and reversing lights

“Follow me home” headlamps

Electric, heated, aspherical wing mirrors

Mirror package (foldable exterior wing mirrors and interior anti-glare system)

Rear parking sensors - -
Front and rear parking sensors -
Front and rear parking sensors with reversing camera -
Reversing camera - -
French flags on C-pillars  *
Carbon/carbon/orange flags on C-pillars - -
Chrome Alpine monogram on front and rear bumpers -
Black Alpine monogram on front and rear bumpers - -
Chrome Alpine logo on the front wings -
Black Alpine logo on the front wings - -

Climate control / Windows

Automatic climate control with particle filter

Defroster (rear window)

Touch-control electric windows
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A110 Pure, A110 Légende and A110S – Optional features

A110 Pure A110 Légende A110S

Road holding / Brakes / Chassis

17“ “10-spoke” wheels - -
18“ Dark grey diamond cut “Sérac” wheels -
18“ “Fuchs” forged wheels(1) -
18“ gris titane “Fuchs” forged wheels(1) - -
18“ “Légende” wheels with black diamond cut finish - -
18“ “GT Race” wheels black satin finish - -
Sport chassis with reinforced anti-roll bar, specific shock and ESC settings - -
205/45 R17 front tyres - -
235/45 R17 rear tyres - -
205/40 R18 front tyres -
235/40 R18 rear tyres -
215/40 R18 front tyres - -
245/40 R18 rear tyres - -
Front and rear braking system (296 mm diameter) -
High-performance front and rear braking system (320 mm diameter)

4-piston fixed front calipers, single-piston fixed rear calipers

Anthracite brake calipers  *
Orange brake calipers - -
Bleu Alpine brake calipers

Parking brake integrated in rear brake caliper

Double-wishbone suspension system at front and rear

Storage

96 l front trunk

100 l rear trunk

Storage package (cargo net behind the driver seat + storage case)

(1) Must be combined with the option “high-performance braking system”.
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A110 Pure A110 Légende A110S

Safety 

Emergency brake assist

Anti-lock braking system (ABS)

Cruise control with speed limiter

Hill-start assist (HSA)

Deactivatable stability control system

Driver and passenger airbags

Inflation and repair kit: compressor and cartridge

Anti-theft alarm pre-equipment

Colours

Blanc Glacier (Glacier White)

Blanc Irisé (Iridescent White)

Bleu Alpine (Alpine Blue)

Bleu Abysse (Blue Abyss)

Noir Profond (Deep Black)

Gris Tonnerre (Thunder Grey)

Gris Tonnerre mat (Thunder Grey matt finish)

Engine and transmission

Mid-rear engine

4-cylinder 1.8 l turbo engine with maximum power of 252 HP (185kW) -
4-cylinder 1.8 l turbo engine with maximum power of 292 HP (215kW) - -
45 l fuel tank

7-speed dual-clutch automatic transmission

Transmission controls integrated into the centre console

Bespoke engine calibration with driving mode selector (Normal / Sport / Track)

Active sport exhaust

  Standard feature   Optional feature   Feature not available  Standard feature   Optional feature   Feature not available * Option without additional cost
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A110 Pure, A110 Légende and A110S – Optional features

A110 Pure A110 Légende A110S

Multimedia / Audio

Multimedia system with 7” touch screen

GPS with packaged Europe maps

Alpine mySPIN: smartphone mirroring that pairs with iOS and Android via a dedicated app

Alpine Telemetrics

Two USB ports

Bluetooth® technology

Standard audio system - -
Lightweight Focal® audio system with 2 speakers and 2 tweeters

Focal® Premium audio system

Warranty 

3 years / 60,000 miles (unlimited mileage during the first 2 years, followed by a further 1 year limited to a total mileage of 60,000 miles)

  Standard feature   Optional feature   Feature not available
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Although every effort has been made to ensure that the information contained within this brochure is as accurate and up to date as possible, Alpine reserves 
the right to modify its models without notice, including their characteristics, specifications, equipment and accessories. Brochures inevitably become out of 
date or inaccurate in some respects, in that such characteristics, specifications equipment, or accessories may be changed after the publication date given 
below and can differ from the descriptions given or the photos displayed. It is therefore necessary to check with your Alpine Centre before purchasing any 
product that the characteristics, specifications, equipment or accessories of the vehicle on order are as advertised.
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